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The idea and a performance test for detection of highly ionizing particles such as magnetic
monopole with fine grain nuclear emulsion is presented. The fine grain emulsion named Nano
Imaging Tracker (NIT) developed for dark matter search is considered to use as Emulsion Cloud
Chamber (ECC) with standard emulsion in such an experiment. NIT is less sensitive for minimum ionizing particles (MIP) and measure energy deposition by highly ionizing particles without
counting δ rays. While MIP sensitive standard emulsion measure the particle velocity by δ rays
activities. The particle velocity and corresponding charge z estimated by the energy deposition
are expected to be measured with the ECC. A test exposure to 13A GeV and 150A GeV lead beam
at CERN was carried out and the aimed performance was confirmed that only core of trajectory
of lead ions are recorded in NIT. Thanks to very good spacial resolution, lead ion interaction
products can be seen even two tracks separation within one µ m. The vertically exposed NIT films
can be readout with recent high speed automated track selector. The results of the test exposure
shows a large area O(1000m2 ) ECC detector for search of exotic particles having high energy
deposition can be possible.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1: a) A microscope view of lead ions exposed to standard emulsion. Lead beam is perpendicular to
this paper. b) Progress of automatic scanning speed(Japanese systems)

2. Nano Imaging Tracker
The nuclear emulsion is a detector having sub-micron spacial resolution and particle trajectories are recorded as three dimensional vectors. The nuclear emulsion made from AgBr crystals
imerging in gelatin. The standard size of AgBr crystal is about 200 nm. In 2010, an emulsion
production facility are installed in Nagoya university F-lab. The tuning about AgBr crystal size is a
main point for improving the nuclear emulsion feature. Nano Imaging Tracker (NIT) is developed
in order to use for detection of dark matter signals. As shown in Figure2, the AgBr crystal size of
NIT is 40nm which allows to tracking very short range (oredr of 100nm or less) scattered nucleus
by WIMPs[6][7].
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Thanks to continuous improvements of track readout speed of automatic microscope scanning
systems (called track selector)[1][2], a nuclear emulsion detector having large surface area for
searching exotic particles can be considered now. Some exotic particles are expected to make high
energy deposition such as magnetic monopole. The trajectory could be recognized similar as highz nucleus track. While high-z particles emit huge number of δ rays and it makes the track radius
large and difficult to see the track itself as shown in Figure 1. The magnetic monopole[3][4] will
be recognized by large energy depositing track. The expected energy deposition is same as high
charged (z∼ 68.5 × n) track at relativistic speed. So the existence of huge amount of δ rays, it will
be recorded also as large radius track by standard nuclear emulsion. While at standard usage of
automatic track selector, it is tuned for minimum ionizing particles (MIP) and large radius tracks
are not detected efficiently.
An idea arises to solve the situation using less sensitivity nuclear emulsion to ignore δ rays and
only core region of high-z track trajectory to be recorded for readout at standard usage of automatic
track selector. The nuclear emulsion developed for dark matter experiment, Nano Imaging Tracker
(NIT)[6] is a good candidate for tracking of hjgh-z particle or magnetic monopoles.
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3. Lead ion beam exposure test
In order to know the NIT tracking performance, lead ion beam are exposure to Emulsion Cloud
Chamber (ECC) stacked with NIT and standard nuclear emulsion (OPERA type[8]). The test beam
exposure were carried out at CERN H4 beam line at 18th November and 8th December 2016. As
shown in Figure3, two different type of ECC geometries were exposed. One is horizontally exposed
and tracks can be seen from track’s side direction in detail. Another is vertically exposed and tracks
are recorded perpendicular to emulsion surface suit for readout by automatic track selectors. The
ECCs were mounted on stage and x,y position were controlled by target mover to accumulate lead
ions uniformly in the ECC (Figure4).

Figure 3: Shematic view of the ECC structure for a) horizontal and b) vertical exposure

After development of ECC films. The analysis of the exposed ECC have just been started. It
turned out the idea was proven that NIT can recognize high-z particles as like MIP tracks recorded
by OPERA type films. Almost all δ rays were not recorded in NIT but huge number of them are
recorded in OPERA type films (Figure5). While the track radius (or thickness) were not a single
value which is expected for pure lead ion beam z = 82. It could be understood that the lead beam
were contaminated with lead nucleus remnants by interactions with materials mainly about 3m
long air between beam ejected point to the ECC. The vertical exposed NIT films were scanned and
beam tracks are recognized by standard use of track selector (Figure 6). So it open the possibility
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Figure 2: Electron microscope image of AgBr crystals, left OPERA type (200nm) and right NIT (40nm)
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to perform a search for exotic particles having nature of high energy deposition with a large scale
detector.

Figure 5: Microscope view of exposed films: upper OPERA type, bottom NIT films. c),d) is vertical
exposed film and others are horizontal exposed film. Only c) is image view by Trans illumination, others
are that of Epi-illumination. c) is the standard input for automatic track selector but track radius is too large
to be recognized by standard usage. Track images in horizontal exposed film, a),b) and A),B),C),D) show
different energy deposition along the beam tracks, they can be understood as broken parts of lead nucleus by
interaction.

4. Summary
Fine grain emulsion, NIT have nice feature to detect high-z particles. It could be used as ECC
with standard nuclear emulsion for charge determination of high-z particles and its velocity in
magnetic monopole search. ECCs composed by NIT and OPERA type films were exposed to 13A
GeV and 150A GeV lead ion beam in 2016 autumn. The analysis have just been started and first
results are promising . At first, NIT have charge determination power for lead interacted remnants.
And the tracks can be read out quickly by automatic scanning system with standard usage. A search
for exotic particles having high energy deposition like magnetic monopole with a large surface area
O(1000m2 ) detector of ECC become realistic.
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Figure 4: ECC mount table for the beam exposure: The ECCs are mounted on the table and the table are
controlled to make accumulating track density uniform in whole ECC surface.
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Figure 6: a) Track recognition algorithm on automatic track selector b) The Pulse Height (left )and Pulse
Hight Volume (right) of scanned data of lead ion exposed film. Top part graph for track angle within 40mrad
to beam angle and bottom is that of side band, ie. track angle more than 0.1 radian far from beam angle.

